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          PAY AFTER PLACEMENT DIGITAL MARKETING COURSE IN PUNE

        

        Introducing Career Fortune Pune, the premier destination for cutting-edge digital marketing training in Pune.
          At Career Fortune, we're dedicated to shaping the future of digital marketing professionals through our
          innovative and comprehensive Pay After Placement Digital Marketing Course . Our Advanced Digital Marketing
          Course in
          Pune is designed to equip aspiring marketers with the skills, knowledge, and practical experience needed to
          thrive in today's dynamic digital landscape with excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.
          With a focus on hands-on learning and industry-relevant curriculum, our course goes beyond traditional
          classroom teaching to provide students with real-world insights and expertise. Led by industry experts and
          seasoned professionals, our instructors bring years of experience and practical wisdom to the classroom,
          ensuring that students receive top-notch education and guidance in Pay After Placement Digital Marketing
          Course with excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.

        
          What sets Career Fortune apart is our unique Pay After Placement Digital Marketing Course , which emphasizes
          our commitment to our
          students' success. We understand the financial constraints that many students face, which is why we offer the
          option to pay tuition fees only after securing a placement. This not only reduces the financial burden on
          students but also underscores our confidence in the quality of our training and the employability of our
          graduates with excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.
          Throughout the course, students will delve into a comprehensive range of digital marketing disciplines,
          including search engine optimization (SEO), social media marketing, content marketing, email marketing,
          pay-per-click (PPC) advertising, and more. Through a blend of theoretical knowledge and practical exercises,
          students will develop a deep understanding of digital marketing strategies, tools, and best practices.
        

        
          Moreover, our course includes immersive projects and internships, allowing students to gain hands-on
          experience and build a portfolio of work that showcases their skills to potential employers. We also provide
          career counseling, interview preparation, and job placement assistance to help students transition smoothly
          into the workforce and kick-start their digital marketing careers. Whether you're a recent graduate looking to
          launch your career in digital marketing or a seasoned professional
          seeking to upskill and stay ahead of the curve, Career Fortune Pune's Pay After Placement Digital Marketing
          Course is your gateway to success. Join us and embark on a journey towards a rewarding and
          fulfilling career in one of the most exciting and rapidly evolving industries today.



        
          
            
              Pay After Placements

            

            
              
                
                  At Career Fortune, we offer cutting-edge Digital Marketing Training that not only equips you with
                  essential skills but also opens doors to a world of opportunities in today's ever-evolving digital
                  landscape. With digital marketing courses gaining prominence, you can take a leap towards a
                  brighter future with confidence and years of experience.

                100% Job Guarantee: We understand that your goal is to secure a promising career, and
                  that's why we offer a 100% job guarantee upon course completion. Your success is our commitment with
                  excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.
                

                Pay After Placement Program: Worried about course fees? With our "Pay After Placement"
                  program, you can focus on your learning first and pay for the course once you land a job in the
                  field. So that you can continue your journey without any stress or burden of fee payments and getting
                  placed because career fortune has 100% placements record.
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          Advance digital Marketing COURSE SYLLABUS

        

        
          
            
              
                 Module-1: Introduction to Digital Marketing
              
            

            
              
                	 Digital Marketing Introduction
	 Digital Marketing Vs Traditional Marketing
	 Digital Marketing Channels
	 Digital Marketing Scope & Career


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-2: Importance and Use-case of Artificial Intelligence in Digital Marketing
                
              
            

            
              
                	 Introduction To AI In Digital Marketing
	 Understand What Is AI In Digital Marketing
	 Benefit Of Using AI In Digital Marketing
	 Overview Of Top Trending Popular AI Tools


              

            

          

          
            
              
                Module-3: Learnng the Art of Blogging & Articles
                
              
            

            
              
                	 Understanding Blog & Post
	 Introduction To Blogger.Com
	 Creating Post & Pages on blogger.com
	 Customizing Theme & Setting


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-4: Dive into the world of Wordpress
              
            

            
              
                	 Introduction To Domain & Hosting
	 Introduction To WordPress
	 Installing Themes & Plugins
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                 Module-8: Creation & Shooting of Instagram Reels
              
            

            
              
                	Introduction To Instagram Reels
	 How To Create Engaging Reels Content
	 Techniques To Create And Shoot Reels
	 Techniques To Create And Shoot Reels


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-9: Overview of Search Engine optimization (SEO) Tools
              
            

            
              
                	
                    Performing SEO Audit
	 Mastering tools like Semrush
	 Mastering tools like Ahrefs
	 Mastering tools like Moz


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-10: Competitor Analysis & Keyword Research 
              
            

            
              
                
                  Competitor analysis using keyword tools and site audit tools , keyword analysis.
                  Auditing competitors keyword to improve your keyword performance.

              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-11: Dive Deep in On-Page Optimization (SEO)
              
            

            
              
                	 What Are Meta Tags & Importance
	 Meta Title
	 Meta Description
	 Meta Keywords
	 URL Optimization
	 Content Optimization
	 Keywords / Keywords Density
	 Bold / Italic / Underline
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	 Domain & Page Authority
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                 Module-15: Video Optimization & Rankings
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                 Module-16: Keywords Research and Tools for Keyword Analysis
              
            

            
              
                	 What Is Keyword & Keyword Research
	 Tools Used For Keyword Research
	 How To Use Keyword Planner
	 Types Of Keywords


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-17: Preface to Google Algorithms
              
            

            
              
                	 What Is Google Algorithm & its impacts.
	Panda, Penguin, Pegion, Sandbox etc.
	 Google Mobile-Friendly Update
	 Google RankBrain, Possum, Fred


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-18:Techniques of Serach Engine Optimization (SEO)
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	 Grey Hat SEO Techniques


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-19: Focusing on Content Creation & Kewyords
              
            

            
              
                	 Writing SEO Friendly Content
                    and on Focus Keyword Research
	 LSI Keywords
	 Highlight Keywords
	 Content Structures
	 Type Of SEO Content


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-20: Creation of Backlinks, Visibility & Ranking 
              
            

            
              
                How To Find Website’s To Create Links
                  Creating Backlinks Practically For Website to increase its visibility and improve rankings
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	Overview Of Business Page
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                	 How Create Quora Account 
	 How To Find Related Questions 
	 How To Create Your Own Questions 
	 How To Write Answer And Promote Your Business 


              

            

          

          
            
              
                 Module-24: Manganging Twitter and Analyzing Twitter Trends
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	How Tweet And Limitation
	How To Find Trending Topic & News
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	 Understanding Target Audience
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              ADVANCE DIGITAL MARKETING PAY AFTER PLACEMENT COURSE


              "COURSE DETAILS" 

              

                "Career Fortune offers top-notch Digital Marketing Training pay after placement with job
                gurantee program with excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee
                . The digital marketing landscape is evolving at an unprecedented pace,
                presenting marketers with both new opportunities and challenges in this digital age. Therefore,
                enrolling in a digital marketing course pay after placement with 100% job Guarantee can be a
                highly valuable
                initiative for students looking to excel in Online Marketing with excellent classroom training and 100%
                Job guarantee.

               Completing the digital marketing course in pune with pay after placement equips students with
                essential
                skills that can greatly contribute to shaping and executing effective advertising strategies, thus
                addressing the unique challenges of the Digital Marketing realm." 

              About us 
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                  Pay After Placements

                   "Embark on a career in digital marketing with CareerFortune. We have pay after placement program
                    where candidate can pay registration fees and start his/her learning process, without any burden of
                    fee payment and can excel in his/ her career with Career Fortune. So be Ready to give a kickstart to
                    your career and be industry ready and have a bright career with excellent classroom training and
                    100% Job guarantee."
                  

                

                
                  
                   Fees Structure

                  
                    "Offering classes in both offline and online modes provides flexibility for students to choose their
                    preferred learning environment, accommodating diverse schedules and preferences. This dual approach
                    expands accessibility, allowing students to participate from anywhere with an internet connection,
                    fostering inclusivity and reaching a wider audience."

                

                
                  
                  Mode of Study

                  
                    "Transform your passion for social media into a career with CareerFortune's social media marketing
                    course. Learn effective strategies, gain practical skills, and pay after placement. Our 100% job
                    guarantee ensures you thrive in the world of social media marketing with career fortune's Pay after
                    placement."

                

                
                  
                  Certificate

                  
                    "
                    Providing industry-recognized certificates adds tangible value to students' educational investment,
                    enhancing their career prospects and credibility in the job market. These certificates serve as a
                    testament to the quality and relevance of the education provided, validating their skills and
                    knowledge to potential employers by this Pay After Placement Digital Marketing Course . "
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        Students Placed At

        "At CareerFortune, our commitment to student success is unwavering. Our innovative Pay After Placement in
          Pune , this model empowers students to pursue digital marketing education without financial
          stress. With a 100% job guarantee with pay after placement program in pune, we proudly celebrate our
          graduates securing positions in leading companies with excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.
          Join us for a transformative learning experience, where
          your career aspirations become reality, supported by our unique approach to education and placement
          assurance. At Career Fortune a Digital Marketing Training Institute in Pune where there's pay after
          placements program which guarantees 100% Job Guarantee. Top recruiters of the industry come at career
          fortune pune for hiring digital marketing domain. Career Fortune. Enroll today for digital marketing course
          in pune which offers pay after placements which guarantees 100% placements with live classes and mock
          interviews preperation and training in pune."
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        15+ Certifications Professional Certifications

        Career Fortune's Digital Marketing Course in pune which provides 100% job Guarantee with pay after
          placement in Pune and career fortune is also providing 15+ professional certifications from top companies of
          the world which will help you excel in the corporate world and provides validation to your skills. Moreover,
          it is definetly helping you to earn certifications from top companies like google, Semrush and hubspot which
          will help you improve your profile and have a strong CV or a Resume with excellent classroom training and 100%
          Job guarantee. 
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        20+ Digital Marketing Tools

        Career Fortune's Digital Marketing Course in pune which provides 100% job guarantee and provide pay after
          placement program will help you go through and have hands on experience with more than 20+ Digital marketing
          tools which will help you cop up with the dynamic environment and stay up to date with all the digital
          marketing tools and latest technology. So career fortune's this couse will also teach you and helps you get
          a hands on experience in these industry top recommended by experts with excellent classroom training and 100%
          Job guarantee. 
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          Feedback

          Have a glimpse of what students have to say about Career Fortune's Digital Marketing Course in Pune which
            provides pay after placements and 100% Job guarantee program, brightening the livies of 1000's of students
            with our course. Enroll in our course today and get 100% job guarantee and pay after placements facilty
            where you can learn without any stress of getting placed with excellent classroom training and 100% Job
            guarantee.

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  Vijay Watharkar
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                    I can't thank Career Fortune enough for the quality of education and support. I now have the
                    skills
                    and confidence to excel in the digital marketing industry. The personalized career guidance was a
                    bonus.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Saurabh Gaikwad
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                    The instructors at Career Fortune are experts in their field. Their guidance and practical
                    insights
                    have been invaluable in my learning journey. The hands-on workshops are a highlight.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Raghav Pawar
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                    I'm amazed at the hands-on experience I gained at Career Fortune. The practical approach to
                    learning
                    makes all the difference. The networking opportunities are fantastic too.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Himan Kurdukar
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                    Career Fortune is worth every penny. The resources, community, and personalized feedback have
                    taken
                    my digital marketing skills to the next level. The job placement assistance was a relief.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Kunal Bhatt
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                    I'm so glad I chose Career Fortune. The knowledge and skills I've acquired here have opened up a
                    world of opportunities for me. The support from fellow students is outstanding.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Santosh Rawat
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                    The Career Fortune team goes above and beyond to support their students. It's not just a course;
                    it's a complete learning experience. The mentorship program is a great added benefit.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Vijay Dhotre
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                    Career Fortune provides a supportive and collaborative environment. I've learned more than I ever
                    expected and made great connections. The alumni network is impressive.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Rahul Pawar
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                    I highly recommend Career Fortune to anyone looking to dive into the digital marketing world. The
                    curriculum is comprehensive, and the instructors are top-notch.
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                    I'm impressed with the practical and real-world focus of Career Fortune. It's a great place to
                    develop skills that are immediately applicable in the real-time industry environment.
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                    Career Fortune has helped me build a solid foundation in digital marketing. The quality of
                    education
                    here is second to none. The ongoing support from Career Fortune's alumni community is invaluable.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Radhika Naik
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                    My experience at Career Fortune has been transformative. I feel ready to tackle the challenges of
                    the digital marketing field with confidence. The career workshops helped me fine-tune my
                    professional skills.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Sanket Patwardhan
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                    The knowledge I've gained at Career Fortune is invaluable. I'm grateful for the opportunity to
                    learn
                    from experts in the field. The access to industry tools and software is a major plus.
                    
                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  Trupti More
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                    Career Fortune not only taught me digital marketing but also instilled a sense of professionalism
                    and excellence. I'm proud to be a part of this community which is very vast.
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                    I made the right choice by joining Career Fortune. The support, resources, and curriculum have
                    exceeded my expectations, and I'm excited for what's ahead in my digital marketing career.
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                    Career fortune has been an excellent choice for my online digital marketing class. The institute
                    offers a well-structured and comprehensive curriculum that covers all aspects.
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        Frequently Asked Questions

      

      
        
          
            
               Q1. What is Career Fortune?
            
          

          
            
              Career Fortune is a leading digital marketing training institute in Pune that provides
                comprehensive
                training programs to individuals aspiring to build a successful career in digital marketing with
                excellent classroom training and 100% Job guarantee.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q2. How is Career Fortune different from other training institutes?
            
          

          
            
              Career Fortune stands out by offering a unique pay after placement model with a 100% job
                guarantee. We
                focus not just on training but on ensuring successful placements for our students.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q3. What digital marketing courses does Career Fortune offer?
            
          

          
            
              We offer a range of digital marketing courses, including but not limited to SEO, SEM, Social Media
                Marketing, Content Marketing, and Analytics.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q4. How does the pay-after-placement model work?
            
          

          
            
              Our pay after placement means you only pay the course fee once you secure a job through our
                placement assistance. This ensures that you invest in your education with confidence.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q5. What is the 100% job guarantee?
            
          

          
            
              Career Fortune guarantees job placement for every student who successfully completes our training
                programs. We have a dedicated placement team to assist you in securing a position in the digital
                marketing industry.

              
            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q6. What kind of job roles can I expect after completing the digital marketing course?
            
          

          
            
              Our courses prepare you for various roles such as Digital Marketing Executive, SEO Specialist,
                Social
                Media Manager, Content Marketer, and more, depending on your interests and specialization.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q7. How are the courses structured at Career Fortune?
            
          

          
            
              Our courses are designed to be comprehensive and practical, with a focus on real-world
                applications.
                You'll learn through a combination of lectures, hands-on projects, and industry-relevant case
                studies.
              

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q8. Are the trainers at Career Fortune industry experts?
            
          

          
            
              Yes, our trainers are experienced professionals with extensive knowledge and hands-on experience in
                the
                digital marketing field. They bring real-world insights to the classroom.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q9. What are the eligibility criteria for enrolling in the digital marketing courses?
            
          

          
            
              There are no specific eligibility criteria. Our courses are open to anyone with a keen interest in
                digital marketing and a willingness to learn.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q10. How can I apply for a course at Career Fortune? 
            
          

          
            
              You can apply for our courses through our online application process. Visit our website and follow
                the
                steps outlined in the "Admissions" section.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q11. Is there post-training support provided by Career Fortune?
            
          

          
            
              Yes, we offer post-training support, including resume building, interview preparation, and ongoing
                career guidance to help you navigate the job market successfully.

            

          

        

        
          
            
               Q12. What resources and materials will I have access to during the course?
            
          

          
            
              You'll have access to a variety of resources, including course materials, industry tools, and
                software
                needed for practical learning. Our goal is to provide you with a rich learning experience.

            

          

        

      

    

    


    
    
      
        
          Contact Form

        

        
          
            
              
                
                LOCATION:

                 Office No.91, Shreenath Plaza,
                  C-wing, Fergusson College Road,
                  Shivajinagar,Pune-411005

              

              
                
                EMAIL:

                [email protected]

              

              
                
                CALL:

                +91 9975223722
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            Address

            
              Office No.91,
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              C-wing, 
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